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.An eqwession is derived for the probability t!lat the determinant of an n X n matrix over a 
finite field vz.nishes; from this it is deduced that !or a fixed field this probability tends to 1 as n 
tends to 00. 
Letpbeaprimeand~=(O,l,..., p - 11 If addition (+) a.ud nwltiplication (m) 
me defined in & as being modulo p, (Z& +, a) becomes a finite field of order p; 
SUL a fiinite field is referred to as GF(p), a Galois field of order F. Subsequently, 
by Zp we shaU understand (Z&, +, 0). 
Let A ==[d$j] be an n X n matrix over Zp. In the nex-t section, we derive an 
expression for the probability that det(A) vanishes. To do so, we find the 
probability distribution (pd.) of the produf:t XJ, - l l & where the Xi’s are 
independent and uniformly distributed with values in J$, and that of a finite sum 
of su+ poducts. 
2. ABRa@!& 
T~WDIVIIII 1. If Y= mxl Xi, where X1, X2,. . I , X,, are randmz uariables, indepen- 
dent ati uniformly distributed with values in 6, then th- pd. of Y is giwz by 
P(Y=O)= P-k”, P{Y=i#O}= k”-‘/p=:k”‘/(p-l), 
where k = 1-w I/p and P stands fm ‘the pmbabitity that’. 
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= l-f1 (l-,P{& =O}) 
J-1 
wherek=l-l/p. s 
= (1 - kn)*t- (p - l.jk2”/(p - l)2 (by Theorem ‘.) 
= I+ k2” -‘- 2k”, on sim@ficat~on. 
By symmetry again, it is equiprobable that 2 assumes any non-zero value. Hence 
P{Z = i # 0) = (1 - P(z 7 Qb)/(p - 1) 
’ 
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independent and distributed like ‘f, then tk p.d ojf Z has the following form: 
P{Z = 0) = 1 - f(m, n), 
PW = i # 0) = ftm, nM(p - I), 
whew f(m, n) is some polynomial in 4.. 
F{Z=O)= c P(yl=il,Y2=j*,~~~,Ym=i,~ 
i lJ2....& 
z;“l*ic modp=O 
(thy events Y1=jl,. . . , Y, = jm ax mutually exclusive) 
=P{Y~=o,Y*=o,...,Ym=o}+ c P{Yl=jl,...,Y,==j,) 
hf2....& # Q 
LLi, modp=o 
= (1-- knp + ,,,,z+o fi Rx =jii i=l 
X&i dp=O 
= I- ftm, n), 
where f(m, n) is a polynomial in k. By symmetry., 
P{2 = i # 0) = (1 - P{Z = O}J/(p - 1) = f (m, Mp - 1). R 
w 4. RW ]hd n, f(m +- 1, n) = k” - f(m, n)(k*-‘- 1). 
lhQof. If KY x2, l l l 9 xl+1 are random variables, independent and distributed 
like Y, then 
(the events YI = i and Cz;’ Yi = p - i are mutually exclusive) 
= p(Yl=O,m~lI;=O]+~l~Y,=i,m~l U,=p_i) 
i=2 i==l if2 
Therefore, 
=P{~l=O~~~l~=O}+~lP{Yl=i~~~l U,=p-ij 
(Yl and Et;‘\ ,are indi&dent) 
i-2 
= (1- k”)(l- f( m, 4) + W’-‘/plf(rn, n) 
= l- f(m + 1, n) (by Theorems 1, 2 and 3). 
f(m -I.* 1, n) = k” - f(m, n)(k”-‘- l), opl simpli&ation. El 
i ‘ ,~- _ 
___’ .” t 
EWW The wipamioq;d c&&Q& .term of i@ arwents mm&s of a sum of n! 
WIBB of the type sign&, iz, . . . , d,,) ali,% l - l 4nla) where (is, is,. . . , i,,) is a 
pemuti of (1,2,..,, n) an$ $g&) ~SI ? fumtion w++ +&es t&e dye +l.or 
-1 accmdiug as the pemutatib~ (iI, i2,. . . , i,,) k even‘ or odd. Each a, can be 
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Be Since l+u(m, n)Fik -2f{m, n) = 1 +O(k”) and O< k c 1, 
P{det(A) = 0) -+ 1 us n 3 00. 
R~NE@I 1. We have taken some liberty in the use of the term random variable, 
since such a variable ought to be real-valued. 
RsmuL 2. Though in many places in the above analysis we have appealed to 
symmetry, it is possible to give rigorous proofs, using induction and tbe properties 
of a finite field. 
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